
From: Dorothy Arnold <dfarnold@ableweb.net> X3949
To: Peter Whitlock <whitlock@valleynet.bc.ca>
Subject: MARY, WIFE OF WILLIAM ASA WHITLOCK,JR. B.1830 [No - pmw]
Date: March 29, 2001 11:53 AM

Peter,
Got the copy of your email to Lionel Platter.

Thought I'd let you know I stumbled onto a marriage record on William's wife " Mary ?, b.1845."
It is "Marriage records of Marshall Co., AL--Mary M. Stephens--Married Feb 5, 1879."

I've found some other things, but don't like to pass anything on to you that I haven't verified.

I still haven't found my Sarah Miriah (Mariah), except in the cemetery and one census in Van
Zandt Co., TX in 1910. I think she married my Hartman in Leon Co., TX, but the records
burned there in that time frame.

I've been in touch with some other people who are researching and didn't know if I should put
them in touch with you. Don't want to muddy up your waters.

Found Wm Asa, Sr. getting some land patents in Alabama in Marengo Co. in 1834 and 1837.
In case you don't have this web site, it's glorecords.blm.gov They have a ton of Whitlocks your
other relatives might want to find. Can't seem to find a census there for that time. And can't
find where he came from to there--which has to be where My Wm Asa, Jr. was born. One gal
says he is on the 1840 census for Marengo Co., AL, but I haven't found it yet.

Another interesting thing is that I keep coming up with "Dr. William Acie Whitlock" here & there.
That triggered an old memory of being told as a child that the "man in the picture" was a doctor.
And that he had several wives. To a child that was pretty puzzling---he's sitting there with a
pistol in one hand and a long bladed knife in the other. I couldn't help but to wonder what kind
of a doctor was he and what happened to all those wives!!! Ha!

Well, won't bother you any further---if I find something solid, I'll let you know, hope you will do
the same.

Regards,
Dorothy
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